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Article_l 

(a) In alternative A: 

(i) Substitute the word "any" for the word "the" at the 

end of the fourth line. 

vf<£\. (ii) Delete the words after the word "textiles" in the 

.: sixth line. 

(b) The last sentence would read as follows: 

"They recognize, however, that the measures of international 

co-operation referred to above and provided for hereunder 

do not affect their rights and obligations under the General 

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (hereinafter referred to as 

the GATT) and do not necessarily lend themselves to a wider 

application than the one provided for under this Arrangement.;11 

Article 2 

i£< Paragraph 1 

(a) In the fourth line insert the word "such" between .'.the word 

' "maintaining" arid thé word "restrictions". 

(b) The seventh and eighth lines would read as follows: _;/. ...j 

' '"i.wvl of all import restrictions on èottori textiles 

inconsistent with the GATT (alternative A)./as:soon as 

possible/ (alternative^B) /as soon as possible and, in any 

case, not later than 30 September I96J/'. 

.(c)- The footnote-would be deleted. 
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Paragraph 2 . _ _•._'__ 

This paragraph would read: _ 

"No participating country shall introduce new import restrictions 

or intensify existing import restrictions, on cotton textiles, 

insofar as this would be inconsistent with its obligations under 

the GATT." 

Paragraph J> (alternative A) 

(a) In the fifth line the year would be left blank (there would be 

a footnote reading as follows:-

"The Sub-Committee did not attempt to determine whether 

1961 or 1962 should be the base year, but some members of 

the Sub-Committee indicated a preference for 1962.") 

(b) The sentence beginning the tenth line would be deleted and replaced 

by the following: 

"Where bilateral arrangements exist, annual increases shall 

be determined within the framework of bilateral negotiations." 

Paragraph 4-

This paragraph would read as follows: 

"The participating countries concerned shall administer their 

remaining restrictions on imports of cotton textiles from 

participating countries in an equitable manner and with due 

regard to the special needs of the less-developed countries." 

Paragraph 5 

(a) In the third line substitute the words "licensing period" for the 

word "year". 

(b) Add to the end of the paragraph the following words : 

"; such consultation would normally take piace within 

the framework of the bilateral negotiations referred to in 

paragraph 3 above". 
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Paragraph 6 

This paragraph would read as follows: 

"Participating countries shall, as far as possible, eliminate 

quantitative restrictions on the importation, under a system 

of temporary importation for re-export after processing, of 

cotton textiles originating in other participating countries." 

Paragraph 7 

This paragraph would read: 

"The participating countries shall notify the Cotton Textile 

Committee as early as possible, and in any case not less than 

one month before the beginning of the licensing period, of 

the details of any quota or import restriction referred to in 

this Article." 
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